
RAISING SALMON by Roger Urbaniak 

My involvement with salmon, as is often the case with many of my pursuits, was quite by chance.  My 
fishing club needed a volunteer many years ago to help ready a site they had recently agreed to manage 
on Juanita Creek.  I had free time, plus a desire for a new experience.   Virtually from the moment my 
boots hit the creek, I knew that raising salmon was to become a long term relationship.   

Our incubator site was located far from the road in a large forested greenbelt creating the sensation 
that I could just as easily be working in a remote area on Vancouver Island.  The shaded graveled 
streambeds resembled photographs from outdoor magazines.  The habitat seemed ideal for salmon to 
complete their life cycle by laying eggs.  I found my link to nature here and immediately clung to it.   

Incubator equipment is simple.  One barrel filters sediment from the water while a tandem barrel is 
used for rearing eggs.  The egg barrel takes water through a diffuser in its bottom, and then passes in 
order through pea gravel, artificial gravel, and then the trays where we deposit fertilized eyed eggs.  The 
water is finally allowed water to exit back into the stream.  Plastic pipe is stretched upstream far enough 
to allow gravity to force water through the barrel.  Since salmon get oxygen from flowing water, keeping 
a constant flow through the barrels was essential.  During flooding of the creek this gets to be 
challenging. Trees and debris are hurled against the incubators and sometimes break plumbing or plug 
our pipe’s water intake area.  If eggs lose water flow for 48 hours, salmon suffocate.  We have learned 
through trial and error that our sites require vigilant watching.  Even with our best efforts we will 
occasionally lose eggs and salmon to Mother Nature.   

Although 3-5% of wild salmon eggs typically survive, our incubator sites normally produce 90%+ success. 
By design they buffer the effects of floods, but it still hurts when we lose fish.  We also use companion 
incubators where smaller quantities of eggs are placed directly on the stream bed and covered with 
gravel.  This style of incubation resembles natural spawning.  With the use of this backup system, we 
know salmon will be born here each year and help keep the run alive.  We also learn to locate suitable 
new streams and to navigate the politics and reams of paperwork needed to permit future breeding 
sites if poor water quality drives us to new areas.   

Once released from our incubators, young salmon spend up to nine months in the stream before they 
head out to salt water.    Water quality of the stream during this period is critical to their success.  Car 
residue, soap suds and yard sediment often wash into the stream, however lawn fertilizer is usually the 
biggest killer during this time.  Neighbors fertilized their lawns and it would wash into the stream after a 
rainstorm.   Trees will shade the stream to cool it and have their roots intercept the killing fertilizer 
before it enters the stream.  Having increased stream setbacks for housing makes “salmon sense”.     

Groups and individuals concerned with our environment are beginning to focus their efforts on what is 
the best way to go about preserving nature.  With their help, salmon friendly habitat is getting 
developed and with it our chances of having healthy salmon in our future improves. Today my own 
volunteer groups work with over 200,000 salmon eggs in five streams in the Lake Washington 
watershed.   Other groups do similar work.  Salmon are crucial in the food chains of many birds, fish, 



animals, and people. Only one percent of salmon released will return to spawn, the rest become a very 
necessary part of the food chain.  Their presence ultimately is a barometer of the health of our streams.   

 The balance of nature is delicate.   Returning fish, even though battered, are indicators that our 
environment still works.  If the return of salmon in a stream falls off, something needs to be identified 
and, if possible, fixed.  One of my real joys now is when I am able to see fish that I have raised return to 
the stream to spawn.  I know then that my job at this location has been successful.  The salmon are now 
telling me that they can take over from here.   

 


